Comparing Financial Personalities

The Storyteller
14.7%
of Americans

You and the Other Financial Personalities
Financial personalities sharing similar traits are very comfortable around each other and reinforce each
other’s good or bad behaviors. Other financial personalities possess opposing traits, which can lead to
conflict or bring out the best in each other.
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There’s not a better traveling team — Adventurers
love to explore new places and Storytellers love
meeting new people — but it comes at a cost. That
cost is money, and neither loves to worry about
budgeting. But by taking the time to plan, they can be
an unstoppable duo of fun.
Ambassadors’ abilities to arrange and manage
groups and Storytellers being natural social
dynamos make them a great social pair. Thoughthey
can hyper-focus on what’s right ahead and lose sight
of longer-term goals, by making a plan and working
together, they’ll be just fine.
As a pair, they can seem unstoppable. Architects’
organized plans and Storytellers’ penchant for
improvisation means no problem is too big for them
to handle. But if either pulls too hard toward one
extreme, their successful balance can crumble at its
once rock-solid base.
Contrarians don’t worry about pleasing anyone while
Storytellers have never met a person they didn’t
want to meet. Together they can create imaginative
and crowd-pleasing magic or without enough mutual
respect for their different approaches, implode in
loud ways.
Being a natural pair, Free Spirits are searching for
the next life-changing experience and Storytellers
are looking for someone to tell about it. Their natural
impulsiveness can lead to a rift if neither has a plan
for the future, but they have the creativity to handle
most problems.
Guardians patiently keep things close while
Storytellers are all impulse and outward expression.
But these differences don’t always prevent them from
thriving together. With life or finances, they can find
a harmonious balance by communicating effectively
with each other.
With enough practice, Storytellers — social butterflies
— and Oases — introspective thinkers — can balance
each other. But in most cases these two can really
stress the fabric of their bond while also pushing
each other outside their comfort zones.
Storytellers’ use stress for problem-solving energy
and Rocks stay calm when surrounded by stress. So
together they’re ready for any type of stress, financial
or otherwise, just as long as they stay in close
communication and balance their approaches.
Storytellers are happiest when connecting outward
while Sparks focus on their feelings and how the world
affects them. Their difference can create dynamic and
passionate relationships, but can cause stress when
neither knows how the other finds satisfaction.
Quiet nights at home come few and far between
when 2 Storytellers get together. Their need to be
where the people are creates a really fun pairing for
those around them, but they can strain their wallets
and lives if they try to juggle every engagement.

